SINTERING CYCLES

keeping it a�ached to the milled framework through small connectors which are cut a�er

For further details see User Manual which can also be found on website

sintering. If several prosthe�cs are to be obtained from a block of material, the cavi�es

www.bankodent.nl

created each �me should be ﬁlled with materials which avoid propaga�on of vibra�ons

WARNING

during milling (e.g. wax, gypsum, silicone, etc.). These vibra�ons could damage the

safe way and without defects, especially in case of complex shapes and diversiﬁed

remaining ceramic material which has not been sintered.

masses in the framework to be sintered. Dental technician may, at his/her own choice,

MINIMUM THICKNESS OF ELEMENTS

Recommenda�ons noted here are extracted from HARMONY® User Manual Rev.6

Sintering cycles on this data sheet provide useful informa�on in order to sinter in a

uses diﬀerent sintering cycles, according to thickness and shape of framework.
BANKODENT may change data and values without giving no�ce. For updates please

The following values are references for the technician during prepara�on of prosthe�c

visit the website www.bankodent.nl

elements. However, designing of the prosthe�c element is responsibility of the den�st

If the sintering kiln doesn’t allow all the steps on our data sheet , it is possible to make

and of the dental technician, who must check the sizing of the prosthe�c structure

the sintering cycles with less steps but with slower hea�ng rate and/or cooling rate.
See example below:
1. 80°C - 900°C = 5°C/min= 300°C/h
2. 900°C = HOLD TIME 15 MINUTES
3. 900°C - 1450°C = 2°C/min=120°C/h
4. 1450°C = HOLD TIME 2 HOURS
The cycle could be simpliﬁed like this:
1. 80°C- 1450°C = 2°C/h
2. 1450°C: = HOLD TIME 2 HOURS

INTENDED USE
Pre-sintered HARMONY® frameworks made of Zirconium Oxide are used to
manufacture dental prostheses to be inserted in the mouth a�er appropriate milling
and sintering only by professionals qualiﬁed to manufacture and create dental
prostheses (e.g. dental technicians) or qualiﬁed professionals who performs milling in
an environment complying with regula�ons.
No�ce The frameworks must be inserted in the mouth exclusively by qualiﬁed
healthcare personnel in accordance with current regula�ons (e.g. den�st) of each
country.

CLINICAL PURPOSE OF THE DEVICE

case by case

ANTERIOR TEETH
- incisal/occlusal thickness
- circular thickness

> mm 0,7
> mm 0,5

- occlusal thickness
- circular thickness

> mm 1,5
> mm 0,5

POSTERIOR TEETH

ABUTMENT CROWNS FOR BRIDGE FRAMEWORK WITH 2 PONTICS
- incisal/occlusal thickness
- circular thickness

>mm 1
> mm 0,7

- with 1 missing pon�c
- with 2 missing pon�c

> mm² 7
> mm² 9

THE CONNECTOR SURFACE SHOULD BE AT LEAST
ANTERIOR BRIDGE
POSTERIOR BRIDGE
> mm² 9
> mm² 12

NOTICE
In order to have a good sintering and to achieve the best aesthe�c result
the framework must be well clean, dry and with no oleic residue. For
drying of Zirconia a�er milling and colouring, see User Manual, which can
also be found on the website.
Dental frameworks and crowns made of zirconium oxide should be ﬁred in
a furnace which is only used for these products. If addi�onal restora�ons

Material for construc�on of dental prostheses.

made of other ceramic materials are ﬁred or if liquid ceramics are baked in

HARMONY® components must be placed in the mouth and not inserted into the gums

the same furnace, this may impede the sintering behavior or result in

or bone. HARMONY® products should not be used for the construc�on of screws and
other components which, in terms of type of use and classiﬁca�on, are diﬀerent from
dental prostheses.

WARNING
Inhala�on of powders may irritate the respiratory tract.
Contact with the skin an eyes may cause mechanical irrita�on.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF SINGLE TEETH
OR FULL ARCH BRIDGE
The shrinking factor, speciﬁc for each lot, is wri�en on the label and on the
blank. In order to avoid deforma�ons of a longer prosthe�c device or a full
arch bridge during sintering, all the original material must be conserved,

localized discolora�on.
No�ce If the furnace is used to ﬁre diﬀerent materials, then an empty
ﬁring cycle at maximum temperature is recommended.

STORAGE
Pre-sintered HARMONY® products are damaged by humidity and frost. Don’t expose to
sun rays.
Expiry date: 10 years if the instruc�ons are followed.

BANKODENT

User manual

DISPOSAL

Remaining parts of Zirconia semi-ﬁnished products, sintered or just milled,
are classiﬁed as inert material not subject to special regula�ons.
Dispose of the device in accordance with local regula�ons.
W W W . B A N K O D E N T . N L

www.bankodent.nl
info@bankodent.nl
Tel: +31 619 891 480
Meidoornstraat 70, 2923BH
Krimpen a/d Ijssel, The Netherlands

1450°C

1500°C

HARMONY® H413 NETJES
(TYPE II, CLASS 5 acc. ISO 6872)

Sintering cycles on this data sheet provide useful informa�on in order to sinter in a safe way and without
defects, especially in case of complex shapes and diversiﬁed masses in the framework to be sintered.
Dental technician may, at his/her own choice and responsibility, uses
diﬀerent sintering cycles, according to thickness and shape of framework. HARMONY may change data and
values without giving no�ce. For updates please visit the website www.bankodent.nl
Make sure the microspheres you place the framework to be sintered on are perfectly clean in order not
to compromise aesthe�c result.

HEATING SPEED

FAN

NOTES

20°C - 950°C

10°C/min = 600°C/h

ON

950°C

Hold �me 10 minutes

OFF

950°C - 1450°C

6°C/min = 360°C/h

OFF

1450°C

Hold �me 120 minutes

Sintering

1450°C - 700°C

7°C/min = 420°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 2 Hours

Natural cooling Total time Sintering Cycle approx 9h
in the klin

< 200°C
< 70/80°C

INDIVIDUAL CROWNS or BRIDGE up to 3 ELEMENTS with mass for element ≤3gr

HEATING SPEED

FAN

20°C - 950°C

10°C/min = 600°C/h

ON

950°C

Hold �me 15 minutes

ON

950°C - 1500°C

6°C/min = 360°C/h

OFF

1500°C

Hold �me 90 minutes

Sintering

1500°C - 700°C

7°C/min = 420°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 2 Hours

Natural cooling Total time Sintering Cycle approx 8h
in the klin

Open the klin gradually

< 200°C

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

< 70/80°C

Step to uniform the temperature of the framework

Total time-end of sintering approx. 5h, 15 min.

STEP

BRIDGE from 3 to 7 ELEMENTS with mass for element ≤ 3gr

STEP

HARMONY® H600 AESTHETIC PURE
HARMONY® H660 AESTHETIC PRE COLOURED
HARMONY® H680 AESTHETIC MULTILAYERS

Sintering temperature, in addi�on to that indicated above of 1500°C, can be 1450°C or 1550°C as
long as hold �me is changed in order not to aﬀect technical quali�es. Detailed sintering cycles at
1450°C and 1550°C are available on the website, or you can ask for them sending an email to
info@bankodent.nl
Recommenda�ons noted here are extracted from HARMONY® User Manual. For further details
see User Manual and Safety data sheets which can also be found on website. www.bankodent.nl

INDIVIDUAL CROWNS or BRIDGE up to 3 ELEMENTS with mass for element ≤3gr

STEP

1500°C

HARMONY® H423 NETJES PLUS
HARMONY® H513 PRE COLOURED PLUS GROEPS
HARMONY® H1100 MULTILAYERS PLUS GROEPS
HARMONY® H433 SUPER NETJES
HARMONY® H950 SUPER NETJES PRE COLOURED
HARMONY® H1000 SUPER NETJES MULTILAYERS

HEATING SPEED

FAN

20°C - 950°C

10°C/min = 600°C/h

ON

950°C

Hold �me 15 minutes

OFF

950°C - 1450°C

3,5°C/min = 210°C/h

OFF

1450°C

Hold �me 120 minutes

Sintering

1450°C - 700°C

4°C/min = 240°C/h

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 3 Hours

< 200°C
< 70/80°C

NOTES

NOTES

ON
ON

950°C - 1500°C

8°C/min = 480°C/h

OFF

1500°C

Hold �me 90 minutes

Sintering

1500°C - 700°C

10°C/min = 600°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 2 Hours

Natural cooling
in the klin

Open the klin gradually

< 200°C

Open the klin gradually

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

< 70/80°C

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

Total time-end of sintering approx. 4h, 45 min.

HEATING SPEED

FAN

NOTES

ON

Hold �me 15 minutes

ON

950°C - 1500°C

4°C/min = 240°C/h

OFF

1500°C

Hold �me 120 minutes

Sintering

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

1500°C - 700°C

4°C/min = 240°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

Natural cooling Total time Sintering Cycle approx 12h, 20 min.
in the klin

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 2 Hours

Natural cooling
in the klin

Open the klin gradually

< 200°C

Open the klin gradually

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

< 70/80°C

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

STEP

HEATING SPEED

FAN

20°C - 80°C

10°C/min = 600°C/h

ON

NOTES

Step to uniform the temperature of the framework

Total time-end of sintering approx. 6h.

HEATING SPEED

80°C

Hold �me 30 minutes

ON

5°C/min = 300°C/h

ON

900°C

Hold �me 15 minutes

OFF

900°C - 1450°C

2°C/min = 120°C/h

OFF

This step is not essential with a dry piece.

MEANING OF SYMBOLS ON THE LABEL

FAN

EC mark
0476

NOTES

Step to uniform the temperature of the framework

10°C/min = 600°C/h

ON

Drying Phase.
This step is not essential with a dry piece.

80°C

Hold �me 30 minutes

ON

5°C/min = 300°C/h

ON

950°C

Hold �me 15 minutes

ON

950°C - 1500°C

2,5°C/min = 150°C/h

OFF

Step to uniform the temperature of the framework

1450°C

Hold �me 120 minutes

Sintering

1500°C

Hold �me 120 minutes

Sintering

1450°C - 700°C

3,5°C/min = 210°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

1500°C - 700°C

3,5°C/min = 210°C/h

Cooling with ratio controlled at 700°C

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 4 Hours

Natural cooling Total time Sintering Cycle approx 17h, 45 min.
in the klin

700°C - 25°C

Approx. 2 Hours

Natural cooling Total time Sintering Cycle approx 15 h.
in the klin

< 200°C

Open the klin gradually

< 200°C

Open the klin gradually

< 70/80°C

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

< 70/80°C

Do not pull frameworks out at higher temperatures. Avoid to expose them to airﬂows
(risk of thermal shock)

Total time-end of sintering approx. 10 h, 10 min.

Consider as mass even possible central support

Total time Sintering Cycle approx 8h

Total time Sintering Cycle approx 11 h.

20°C - 80°C

80°C - 950°C

Total time-end of sintering approx. 4h, 30 min.

CUSTOMIZABLE
Chroma�c characterisa�on is allowed in green phase through inﬁltra�on with
( Brushing technique )
On the sintered product, instead, use glaze on the surface or micro stra�ﬁca�on of ceramic.

+5°C

80°C - 900°C

Step to uniform the temperature of the piece.

*It is possible to sinter at 1450°C with 2 hours hold �me.
WARNING
It is recommended to use granules or Zirconia spheres suitable exclusively for sintering of this material,
very recep�ve, in order to avoid contamina�ons which could compromise the ﬁnal result.
Protect the framework to be sintered pu�ng a lid on the sagger where the framework is placed.
PROCESSING
HARMONY H600 ANTERIOR can be dry milled or water, with normal burs for zirconia.

BRIDGE ≥ 8 ELEMENTS BRIDGE with mass for element < 2gr. / FULL ARCH BRIDGE

STEP

NOTES

Hold �me 15 minutes

10°C/min = 600°C/h

BRIDGE ≥ 8 ELEMENTS BRIDGE with mass for element ≤ 2gr. / FULL ARCH BRIDGE

FAN

10°C/min = 600°C/h

950°C

Total time-end of sintering approx. 6h, 10 min.

HEATING SPEED

950°C

20°C - 950°C

Step to uniform the temperature of the framework

STEP
20°C - 950°C

Step to uniform the temperature of the piece.

BRIDGE from 3 to 7 ELEMENTS with mass for element ≤ 3gr

STEP

INDIVIDUAL CROWNS or BRIDGE up to 3 ELEMENTS with mass for element ≤3gr

+30°C

Avoid humidity and frost

Manufacturer

Storage temperature: 5-30°C
Humidity: 30-65%

Catalog number

Read the instruc�ons
on the user manual

Keep away from sunlight

Product lot number

Fragile. Handle with care

Total time-end of sintering approx. 9 h.

Consider as mass even possible central support

European conformity (CE) mark
with no�ﬁed body iden�ﬁca�on
number for Class IIA.

Expiry Date
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